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quits thoroughly. The references quoted at the end of this paper were 
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in the analysis of the servo amplifier. 
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PABT I - SUMMAHT 

She purpose of this investigation is to apply the concept of 

frequency response "both analytically and experimentally in obtaining the 

system behavior of a d-c amplidyne positional servomechanism. It is hoped 

that the solution to the exacting problem described in this paper will add 

to the methods of servomechanism analysis and synthesis by frequency 

response techniques. 

Sinusoidal analysis of linear servomechanisms has advantages over 

transient analysis which are generally recognised. In predicting the 

performance of a system and in indicating methods for improvement, the 

sinusoidal approach is considered one of the most expeditious and 

straightforward means. 

A firm groundwork :in the Laplace transformation method of 

operational calculus is of great value for a wide understanding of the 

dynamics of closed-loop control. The analysis here uses the Laplace 

transform method to advantage. 

The first step in the analysis of an existing or proposed servo¬ 

mechanism is the formulation of its loop transfer function. The deri¬ 

vation of the loop transfer function involves the determination of all the 

component transfer functions which are included within the loop. The loop 

transfer function for the system under consideration is derived with simpli¬ 

fying assumptions kept at a minimum. Three parts of the loop are considered 

separately* They are: 1) D-C amplidyne, d-c servo motor, and out pit load 

dial. 2) Anti-hunt filter. 3) Servo amplifier. The conraonent parts of 

the loop are then combined to form the overall loop transfer function as a 

function of angular frequency. Various values of angular frequency over the 

operating range of this servomechanism are new used to calculate the theo¬ 

retical frequency response. Both magnitude and phase are obtained as func¬ 

tions of angular frequency. 



a 

A sinusoidal analysis of a servomechanism is based on the 

properties of its loop transfer function. The loop transfer function is the 

only concern of the analysis here presented. 

To cons are the actual response of the servomechanism under con¬ 

sideration with the predicted response, measurements are made directly on 

the system in the laboratory. Neither standard instruments nor standard 

techniques exist for performing frequency response measurements. Each 

system requires improvised instruments and procedures. 

Open-loop measurements are made experimentally in this investi¬ 

gation. The experimental technique developed certainly possesses the ad¬ 

vantage of simplicity. The results obtained indicate that it also 

possesses a fair degree of accuracy. 

The comparison of the analytical and experimental frequency re¬ 

sponse results is shown on page 49 of this paper. It is hoped that this 

investigation presents an exacting solution to the problem of comparing 

analytical and experimental frequency response for this type of servo¬ 

mechanism 



PAST II - STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this investigation is to apply the concept of 

frequency response hoth analytically and exoeriiientally in obtaining 

the system behavior of a d-c araplidyne positional servomechaniam. 

This type of investigation has received wide attention recently, 

(References 1 to 6). Each problem completed has added to the inethodBs 

of servomechanism analysis and synthesis by frequency response techniques. 

The frequency response approach is being developed into a powerful tool 

in the analysis and synthesis of servomechanisms. 

It is hoped that this investigation will present a successful 

solution to an exacting problem in servomechanism frequency analysis, 

giving a direct cosp ariaon between theoretical raid experimental frequency 

response. For the particular servomechanism analysed and tested in this 

investigation, the most exponent experimental method is to be established 

in obtaining the frequency response by direct measurement. An experimental 

technique is to be developed for this servomechanism, this technique to 

possess both simplicity and accuracy. 



PiSf III - REVIEW 0? THE SUBJIGS 

A servomechanism is fundamentally a closed-loop system which 

automatically controls a given quantity or process in accordance with 

a given commands *f$he servomechanism is an error-sensitive, follow-up, 

amplifying system permitting wide range cf th® input command remotely 

located from the element being controlled.!l (Reference X, Page 5). 

A servomechanism is not a servomechanism as a synchronous motor is a 

synchronous motor. Closed-loop dynamic systems may comprise a wide 

variety of electrical, electronic, electromagnetic, hydraulic, pneumatic, 

and mechanical consonants, as well as optical, chemical, or thermal 

members, fhs point to be enohaoized is that a servomechanism is a 

system and not just a collection of components. She system behavior 

is the thing toha investigated. 

Sinusoidal analysis of linear servomechanisms has advantages 

over transient analysis which are generally recognized. In predicting 

the performance of a system and in indicating methods for improvement, 

the sinusoidal approach is considered one of the most expeditious and 

straightforward means. One accepted procedure in the analysis of linear 

servomechanisms is to use some standard type of disturbance and then 
» 

evolve the transient response. With the more complex systems, this 

approach proves too laborious and cumbersome, and useful design criteria 

become increasingly difficult to develop. (Reference 4) A frequency 

analysis provides information equivalent to the transient analysis but 

with sach legs calculation and with more easily interpreted results. 

fhe stumbling block in all methods of transient analysis is the 

solution of the characteristic equation. When the degree of this equation 

is five or more, the necessary time to solve it often is not economical, 

Evan after a solution is found, there is no way to tell what system 



parameters need changing to improve the performance. ''The frequency 

response method of analysis eliminates the necessity for solving the 

characteristic equation and "brings out with great clarity the effect of 

each parameter on the performance of the system.'* (Reference 4). 

Frequency response, of course, refers to the magnitude and phase 

relationship between the input and output when the tins variation of 

the input is sinusoidal. If 8^ (t) is the input and 0Q (t) is the output, 

and if 

% (t) - A sin ui t 

it is always true that 

% <*> s 3 sin (**/t + #) 
provided that A is sufficiently small to hold the system excursion within 

the linear range. For a closed-loop system, the time variation of error 

^(t) - % (t) - % (t) will he of the form 

£T(t) - G sin (oJt +r ) 

For perfect following, an ideal ratio of output to input would occur 

with a phase difference of zero and a magnitude of unity over the whole 

frequency range. Due to the energy storage and dissipation within the 

physical system, it cannot attain the ideal. 

The ratio of output to error is known as the loop transfer function. 

The loop transfer function is simpler to derive and interpret than the 

ratio of output to input. When the loop transfer function is known, 

the ratio of output to input follows from the relation 

■¥ 

0© 
’C 

1 4. eo„ ■r-g- 

Between the output 0O and the error gthere is a series of separate component 

circuits each with its own transfer function. The magnitude of the resultant 

loop transfer function is equal to the product of the coaponent transfer 



function magnitudes. The resultant phase angle is equal to the sum of 

the component phase angles. 

6. J. Schwarts (Beference 5) has applied sinusoidal analysis to 

an armature-controlled d-c motor servomechanism in order to suggest 

a method of analyzing such systems and to demonstrate the very material 

improvement in system performance which may he achieved through the 

introduction of lead networks in conjunction with degenerative output 

velocity feedback, The servomechanism which Schwarts analyzed, minus 

the lead network, is of the same general type used in the investigation 

described in this paper. Schwart2*s treatment is not as accurate as 

it might have been, due to too many simplifying assumptions in his 

analysis. This is pointed out by B. W. Meyer. (Beference 5, Page 77) 

!Ihe theoretical and experimental response curves obtained by Schwartz 

do not agree very well. In explaining this he says, "A high degree of 

correlation Is not necessary in order to substantiate theoretical pre¬ 

dictions in control system design. Saturation effects and other non- 

linearities neglected or overlooked generally serve to distort the 

transfer function and redue e calculated resonant peaks. “ Cementing on 
« 

this statement R. 33. King (Beference 5, Page 76) points out that all 

reasonable manna of eliminating or minimizing nonlinearities iiould be 

employed in the development of a servomechanism in order that the pre¬ 

dicted performance based on linear theory may be obtained. B. 1. King 

goes on to say, ‘’Because the design and development of a servomechanism 

for a specific application is a problem of economics as well as engin¬ 

eering, the relative economics of solutions obtained ty combinations 

of analytical studies and experiment probably represents the most im¬ 

portant single problem for the designer.H 



Herbert Harris, Jr. (Reference 4) emphasizes that for experimental 

verification of theoretical predictions, it is important that the system 

remain linear; in particular, the applied disturbances should not be 

large enough to overload the amplifiers or saturate the motors. Harris 

says, "In view of this limitation, this analysis yields necessary condi¬ 

tions for good performance but not always sufficient conditions.H 

Brown and Campbell (Reference 1, Chap. 10) give the results of 

experimental frequency response measurements made on a simple servo¬ 

mechanism along with the analytical study made as a check. The results 

obtained show a general agreement between the computed and measured data. 

Brown and Campbell make the following conclusions: 

w2he observed departure between measured and calculated data 

results from the difficulty of obtaining a good zero phase point during 

the calibration of the instruments. 

M®te results obtained are believed to be consistent with good 

engineering practice. The measurements can be repeated by independent 

operates: s. She measured values are sufficiently accurate to be used 

jointly with partially calculated infbrotation as a means of synthesis. 

’'Perhaps more important than the actual measured results is the 

tendency of the measurement methods herein indicated gradually to widen 

the field of dynamical: measurements. In aerodynamics, process control, 

turbine governing, hydraulic-machine design, and, strangely enough, in 

new electrical, designs, where the method originated and was supposed 

to be quite thoroughly explored*, measurement techniques are continually 

being extended.!t 



PASS 2V - iWAtmCAL EVAlttAHOW 0? THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

The servomechanism to ha investigated is the G.JD. D-C Amplidyne 

Servo Demonstrator, the wiling diagram of #ilch is shown in Figure X. 

At the position control unit, representing the remote station, a 

synchro generator turned hy a handwheel indicates the desired position 

of the load and generates an electrical order signal corresponding to 

this position. The receiver-regulator unit includes a d-c servo motor, 

a synchro control transformer, a gear train, and a load dial. The d-c 

servo motor is capable of driving a load up to one quarter horsepower, 

hut no load is supplied with the equipment. The load dial represents 

the position of a load which might he driven by the motor. The synchro 

control transformer receives the order signal, compares it with the 

position of the load as indicated by the dial and generates an electrical 

error signal which indicates how far and in which direction the load 

is out of correspondence with the order. 

A vacuum tubs amplifier receives the error signal, amplifies it 

and rectifies it to provide d-c field current for the amplidyne generator. 

The amplidyne generator is driven at substantially constant speed by 

a direct-current motor of conventional construction. The amplidyne 

generator is a d-c generator specially designed so that the field current 

required for rated output is so small that it may be supplied by the 

vacuum tube amplifier. (Reference ?}. The generator has two opposing 

control fields supplied with equal currents whenever the load is in 

correspondence with the order signal and the error signal is zero. 

When the load is out of correspondence, one or the other of the control 

fields receives more current, depending upon vhich way the load must 
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be driven to bring it into correspondence® The polarity of the generator 

output depends upon which field predominates. The voltage generated is 

proportional to the net current in the control fields. She net current, 

in turn, is proportional to the magnitude of the error signal. 

She amplidyne generator supplies direct current for the d-c 

servo motor. She polarity of this current is such that the motor drives 

toward correspondence. 

She first step in the analysis of an existing or proposed servo¬ 

mechanism is the formulation of its loop transfer function. She deri¬ 

vation of the loop transfer function involves the determination of 

all the component transfer functions which are included within the loop. 

A firm groundwork in the Laplace transformation method of 

operational calculus is of great value for a wide tinder standing of the 

dynamics of closed-loop control. (Beference 8). She following analysis 

will use the Laplace method to advantage. (Beference 1, Page 66). She 

differential operator s is used here to represent an operator which will 

be replaced by j6>whan the steady-state sinusoidal characteristics 

of the system are to be considered, or by d/dt when the differential 

equations are to be considered. 

The loop transfer function for the system under consideration 

will now be derived. Simplifying assumptions will be kept at & minimum 

in order that the complete picture might be seen. 

1. D-C Amnlidyne Generator. D-C Servo Motor, and Output Load Dial. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the d-c amplidyne generator, 

d-c servo motor, gear train, and output load dial. (Beference 3, Page 106). 

The net field! current in the control fields will be denoted by (s). 

(1) If (s) s Ifx U) - If2 (s) 



n 

Figure 2~ Amjoli dyne Generator, Servo 

Motor, and Output Load Pial. 
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The flux produced by this net field current has its direction called 

the direct axis. A subscript d is used with quantities related to the 

direct axis. .4 subscript q denotes quantities in the quadrature axis, 

at right angles to the direct axis. 

The direct-axis flux is 

(<:) (s) s % If (s) 

where Kj is a constant describing the magnetic circuit. Since the rotor 

of the amplidyne is being driven at a constant speed ftjj by an auxilllary 

motor, an emf is developed between the brushes q with a magnitude 

(3) \ (s) = % Eg c/>d U) c Eq (fq s+1 ) Iq (s) 

in which K_ is a constant determined by the material and structure of 
2 

the machine, and 

(4) ■ -f1 quadrature axis time constant 

where Bq and Lq are the resistance and inductance in the quadrature circuit. 

Iq (s), the quadrature-axis current, creates a quadrature-axis 

field which in turn causes an emf to he developed between brushes d. 

This generated voltage in the direct-axis (load axis) is derived from 

equations (2) and (3) as 

(5) Ed (s) - K3 % Iq (s) 
«1 k2 % K/ If(») 

B, (S, s+ 1) 

where Eg is another machine constant. For convenience of notation, let 

(6) xa 

Than 

(?) Ed (s) 
Ka lf (s) 

Hq (Tq 8 + 1) 



/3 

She coupon sating coils 0 ara present to cancel out the flux in 

the direct axis dus to load current. Since the generated voltage B^ (s) 

is applied to the motor-armatura circuit, 

(8) % (a) - Xa (a) [(Ba + Bc +. l^)+(La 4» Lc -4* % (s) 

in which Ha is the anplidyne armature resistance through the direct-axis, 

Hc is the total conpensating coil resistance, and is the servo motor 

armature resistance. La» LQ and are the corresponding inductance 

quantities, 

% (s), the servo motor hade emf, is equal to K0 (s) where 

is the sei*vo motor hack emf constant and (i)m (a) is the servo motor 

speed. 

(9) % (a) s Ke (s) = KQ B 9m (s) s Ke rs 0O (s) 

in sshieh r is the gear ratio to the load, £m(s) and<S£(s) are the dis¬ 

placements of the servo motor shaft and the output load dial respectively. 

(10) Let a: % +• Bc + 

(11) and *P "me - 
La <4* L0 -b 1^ 
+ Be BJJJ 

fhen from equations (8) and (9), 

(12) (s) s Ia (s) B(
fftntt a *f 1) + Ke rs 00 (s) 

She motor-armature current is new solved from equation (12) as 

(13) j _ %(s) - K0 r s 0Q (s) 

a " B (fm B + 1 ) 

Becalling equation (7), 

Ba (s) - —% If 

\ a + 1) 



the motor-anaafcuro current can be expressed by substituting equation (7) 

In equation (13)* 

(14) S (s) - - 
K* lf- ^  s ~ mq &tLa'+Wtma + D 

Kg r s &Q (s) 

MV + 1T 

fhis motor-armature current is used in accelerating the servo motor rotor 

inertia J , the inertia J_ of the gear train which is reflected to the 
M o 

motor, and the inertia of the load reduced to motor speed; it will 

also be used in overcoming any viscous friction F OJ (s) in the gearing 
o 

and bearings, 

She torque equation then is 

(15) !*!,(,) = ■ (Jn ^ Jg 4- ^ ) a us mW+vs CdaM 

where is the servo motor torque constant, 

(16) Kt Ia is) - ** (^m + ^g +* ~|f ) S2 0o{s) +T W„ s ^_(s) 
3T * 

For convenience let 

(17) J* r 

fhen, substituting equation (14) into equation (16), and rearranging, 

(18) . KP % = fjfsiL!— + #* s2+-rP ,1 
<Tqa + l)(5ima+.l) + ®| A <•> 

Simple manipulation of this equation yields 

(19) 0„W 
“fer 

* W (V + ^/V^- (J'S +V(Tma9 + l> + 1] 

2hls expression is the transfer function from the net current in 

the aaplidyne control fields to the displacement of the output load dial. 



/S' 

Because the anti-hunt circuit feeds back from the servo motor terminal 

voltage, it isnecessary to separate this expression into three parts as 

follows? 

0Q<S> _ GyCs) 0g(s) £f(s) 

~ (s) 0m(s) fiiy(s) Xf(e) 

§3ms throe cascade component transfer functions will bs used, equivalent 

to the transfer function of equation (19). 

The servo motor terminal voltage can he expressed as 

(a) % (s) s % (s) + xa (©) & + hi 

Make the substitution 

{22} fra = -ISL 

Equation (21) then becomes,using equation (9), 

(S3) %<s) = Kg r a 0o(s) f Ia <„) ^ [wj 

Solving equation (16) for S& (s), 

(0S) *,«•> »'.z?s. *. (.) 

and substituting this in equation (23) there results quite easily, 

(25) s r K@ s f(j's + Fg)(fm s + 1) + l] 

fho following component transfer function can now be derived as the 

product of the expressions in equations (25) and (19). 

(26) % ^ ^ *o 

If (a) ~ 0Q (s) If (s) 



/(> 

(27) K2G2(S) _ Sf(s) 

“ipUl 

(j's + J*g)(V 4-1) + ij 

(J'’ 3 + Fg) (y + 1) + lj Cf^ s+ lj 

This component transfer function will "be denoted as IjjGgCs), where K9 is 

the constant, or frequency invariant portion of the function, and &g (s) 

is the frequency variant portion, or the portion dependent on time 

derivatives. 

Another component transfer function is denoted as 

(28) 
TfM 

®f(8) ” ET(S) 

Also denoted is 

(29) v 0O(B) 

5 ~ enM 

which has no frequency variant portion. 

Prom equations (19), (27), and (28), 

(30) K4G4(s) =  1  

V [igq- (j's-f*Pg)(5-ms + D + lJ 

Recalling that r is the gear ratio to the load, 

(31) % r -V- 

The schematic diagram of Figure 2 can now he represented in block 

diagram formas a cascade of three component transfer functions as shown 

in Figure 3. These so-called building blocks of the overall loop transfer 

function express the needed data in compact form. Each mechanism can 

in turn be described by equations readily expressed as functions in which 

cascaded or even parallel combinations of physical elements lead to a 
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Amplidyne Servo Motor Gears 

\ 

K+G+(s) = I 

Kes[ 0 +>] 

Figure. 3. Black Diagram of* Component" 

Tran ster Functions } 

K+G^ 'Cs) * and Ks . 



single overall loop transfer function, KG (s). 

2, Anti-Hunt Filter 

Hie eati-lnmt filter is shorn schematically in Figure 4, She 

servo motor terminal voltage E^(s) may "be considered to have a sero 

source impedance® She voltage Bj>(s), the feedback voltage, is applied 

across one megohm of resistance, Bg, in the grid circuit of the 

amplifier* Bg may be taken ns the only load® She feedback is negative 

because connections are made so that the part of the amplldyne voltage 

fed bade opposes the affect of the error signal in unbalancing the 

currents of the tubes® 

She tap on resistor Eg allows only a portion of the servo motor 

terminal voltage to be applied to the anti-hunt filter. Shis percentage, 

3, is adjustable; this permits any portion of %(s), which is propor¬ 

tional to the d~c servo motor speed, to be fed back through the anti¬ 

hunt filter. 

Esferring to Figure 4, the loop current equations may he written 

for B8g <<EX. 

(32) (% + Ls + JL) Ix(s) - (Rj + Ls) lp (a) s B% (s) 

(33) - 0% + U) l^a) +• [(% + %) + LS+_JLJ 1(g) 
1 CU s I 2 

- G 

She determinant of this pair of equations is 

(34) -J - a-a, 4-s (_£uL£a-\ + B. T.„ +. (aa * ‘a +• % °z 4- 1 

Solving for Xp (o)» 



Fi j-4\ “ Anti - Hunt Filter 



Zo 

(35) I2(s) B % (s) [ % + La] 

f£*l + Cg 
'“c£~/ f °3 

) -f- B? Ls 4* 
(Bs 4- Ej) C* 4-% 02 

% Gg s 
% e2 z" 

The feedback voltage, Ey (s) = Ig (s) Bg 

(36) % (a) = I2(s) Bg 

Substituting equation (35) into equation (36) and simplifying* 

(3?) % (g) B% (% +*I>s) Cl Gg s2 

®» (s) * %MiOs »!>+PyWz+I' «a + a2)J ^+[<ss + si>ci*Vi^n 

Dividing numerator and denominator by BgLG^Cg, end substituting the 

numerical values for the parameters 

Bx - 200,000 oteas Cj- 2/af L - 10,000 h. 

Bg - 1 megohm Cg ~ 4 /if 

the expression of equation (3?) becomes 

(38) SUM- S 0(f + ZO)SZ 

\ ” a3 4. S),?5 a2 + 40 s 4-12.5 

She characteristic cubic equation in the denominator can be solved easily. 

(39) „   B (.4.20) „2  
% (s) (s + 0,39) (s 4* 1.72) (s 4* 18.64) 

Expressing this in conventional form, 

(40) g? ^ .  1.6B (0.05s 4* 1) s2 _ 
% (s) ~ (2.563 4* 1) (0,5829 4-1) (0.0536s 4-1) 



Feedback 
Factor- Anti-Hunt Filter 

Br(s) 
K„ 

Er'M 
K, G, (s) 8 3 3 

t 

K, G, M 

£ 
1.6 (o.os ? +1) s    

(2. Sb s+l) (o.SBZ s+l)(o. 05U r+l) 

Figure 5. ~ Block Diagram of Component" 

Transfer Functions 

K3G3(S). 

Kg and 



Equation (40) expresses the transfer function from the serve 

motor terminal voltage through the feedbackcircuit to the feedback voltage 

applied in the amplifier grid circuit. It makes the process clearer 

if the factor B, the percentage of E^(s) fed bade, is separated into 

its or,fi block in the diagram, ©ms let 

% s B 

1.6 (0.05 s ■#■*!) s2 

IC Gr {S) 
^3 ^ S (2.563V 1) (0.582s + 1) (0^^+TT 

The block diagram representation of this circuit is shotm in Figure 5. 

3. -Amplifier 

Figure 6 is a simplified schematic diagram of the servo amplifier, 

which rectifies the a-c error signal and amplifies the resulting direct 

current to the araplidyne field windings. 

It Is a phase-sensitive rectifier, producing a direct current 

whose polarity reverses when the phase of the error signal reverses. 

The phase-sensitive rectifier converts the a-c error signal of reversible 

phase into a d-c error signal of reversible polarity. 

The two plate voltages are in phase. The two grid voltages are 

180° out of phase. Since the 60-cycle carrier of the error signal is 

the same 60 cycles supplied to the plate circuits, each grid voltage is 

either in phase or 180° out of jjrase with the plate voltages. 

Plate currents can flow only during the half-cycles when the plate 

voltages are positive. Pulses of plate current are obtained. Wave-forms 

for one direction of error signal are shown in Figure 7. 

(41) 
E y (s) 

% (s) 

It follows that 

(42) Ey (3) 

E*m(S) 



6 © 
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She negative feedback voltage opposes the effect of the error signal 

in unbalancing the plate currents. It is of such low frequency as to ba 

considered practically d~c„ •§ e,? adding to the negative bias on tube 1 

and subtracting from the negative bias on tubs 2. 

If the error signal is Kero, the pulses of plate currant in the two 

tubas are equal. The center-tapped field winding of the asaplidyne is 

connected so that plate currents tend to magnetise it in opposite directions. 

Ho field is produced when balanced currents flow. 

If the error signal is reversed in polarity from that shown by 

Figure ?, tube 2 draws the greater currant and the direction of the amplidya© 

field flux is reversed. 

The plate supply voltage for the tubes is 60 cycles since it starves 

as a reference voltage to determine the a-e polarity of the error signal. 

It is sup-lied from the same a-e source as that used for the synchro 

generator. • 

With plate current flowing only half the cycle, the conventional 

equivalent circuit as usually substituted for an amplifier of this typo 

would not be justifiable. If the plate supply ware d-c, such an equivalent 

circuit world serve very well, provided of course that the input signals 

were small enough to hold the amplifier operation within its linear range. 

Since the equivalent circuit as is ordinarily constructed for this 

amplifier would be useful, an approximation will be made. She input 

signal will be considered as applied only during the half-eycl© that 

plate currant actually slows. With this assumption, the plate current 

can be considered as flowing continually and the conventional equivalent 

circuit used for the amplifier. Shis is possible because only changes 

from the no signal condition are of importance. 



Sie modification of the input signal will hs made by multiplying 

it by a square nave as shown in Figure 8. 

(43) 
T 1 7T 
2 “ 120 “ wo 

As a function of time. this square wave is 

(44) f2(t> - 1 - «*• u(t - JL) + u (t - 
120 -\ - ml 

Or this may be expressed as 

(45) fj>(t 5 = 1 + £ (- 1)K u(t - 
K 
120 ^ 

K=i 

(46) f2(t) = 1 + (- 1)K u(t - 
7TK 

Vo 
X = l 

The Laplace transform of this function is (Reference 8) 

(Oo - T** r7 
1 + (-1)K & I 



This may be written as 

(48) Fg(s) - 

- E£ 
a (1 -*■ e wo ) 

If the Laplace transform of the error signal (t) is 

<49> jffcsM] = ®, <«> 

and F (s) is expressed as , 
3 Bg (s) and has only first order poles, 

then the Laplace transform of the product e (t) f_(t) is given by 
s & 

K=f B 2 '®K' 

where the s^'s are the first-order poles of Fg(s). Fg(s) has first- 

order poles only, located at s - 0 and s - i jKWQ, for K odd integers, 

✓ - TTS* 
(51) B2(S >) • S ( [**+- e 

(52) V (s) 1 
-2DC 

-f- € 

For s 
*°> 

) 

(53) B2 (a) 2 

For s s i KW0. 

(54) V (a) z 3 K7T 

For s z ^ J K UJ O' 

(55) ^ $ 
B? (a) m* - 3 K7T 

) 
*- 

its 

The error signal eg (t) is now modified by the square wave fg(t), 

and the Laplace transform of the resulting synthetic signal is expressed 
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(56) SL (s) 
*2 (*>] =— 

Bs (8 - 0) 

00 

+£ 

odd*1*- 

(57) s' (a) - 0 “* 

(58) E (s) - 
s 

Es (s - d K U>0) + 

B* Q K CJJ 

2 <°> 

Bs ( s + j E U>0) 

Bs (- J KCJo ) 

B-(s) )- 

K 
odd 

2 K^r, Kir 
ad<T' 

2 r V8 - *\>> 
&i L ^K7r 

Eg(s -f eiK 0>0) 

- j E7T 

^S3(s *JK u;0) - Ea(s - JK UfQ)J 
Shis then Is the expression for the modified error signal, s. 

synthetic signal which is considered as applied in the grid circuit 

of the amplifier with plate current flowing continually. 

The actual error signal as it comes from the synchro control 

transformer to the amplifier may he expressed in the form 

(59) e (t) s K g(t) sin CJ t 

where K0 is a constant. The error ^ (t) is modulated on a 60-cycle 

carrier. (Beference 2, Page 156). Sixty cycles is 'high frequency0 

compared to error frequencies. The Laplace transform of e (t) is then 

(60) Es (s) = <jf^Kog(t) sin UJQ 

The Laplace transform of sin OJQ t is 

(61) sin 60 

3^ -f* 
^ 0 

rMs function too first-order noles at s - ^ 3 9 «• w 0 

(62) Eg (s) . kK  <£■(5 - J W1 4- 
OJ, 

IRUp e(s + jW= ’] 



Substituting aquation (63) into equation (58), the modified 

error signal may he expressed as 

(64) Sg(s):iL^{§fjWe) - £<s - 3«/0)J 

+ £L *^r f ^^(3+^0+^^) -^(s - 
«&*' t s 
“ ^ (s + j^0 - j i 0) + £T(s~ 4H- ^0)JC 

(65) S* (a) = lit. [g<.+J*0> -£{*- j U>0)J 

As« g [B + m +1) ^0] - £ [* - 4 oc +1) 1 j 

(66) 3^ (s) = L!k- (s-M 4Jq) - £”(s - j a/Q)J 

- inr 2u>o) ~£{Q
 “ ^ -o)J +-^—*1- 

+ Tvz *1CK - 11" o]+ ^f3 - J« - 1) "oj 

- £ [e+J(K+ll A'J- ££B - j(K+ 1) wj ( 

K~1 
sM * 

Inspection of equation (66) shffi?s very cleanly the composition 
i 

of the modified error signal S„ (s)« One term is of error fregency, She s 

remainder of the terms are sum and difference terras of the error frequency 

and multiples of 60 cycles, fhe one tern of error frequency is the one 

which carries the intelligence to ha transmitted on through the amplifier. 

The other terms are *Mgh frequencythey are filtered out as is usual in 

a detection process. They are filtered out "because the remainder of the 

system will not respond to carrier frequency signals as such. 



She modified error signal will hence he represented by the one 

term of error frequency. Shis Is done, as stated "before, as an approxi¬ 

mation to the actual situation. 

(6?) Bg (a) s il. £,(s) 
TT 

looking now at the feedback signal, the same reasoning is applied 

as was done in the case of the error signal® Modifying the feedback 

voltage with the square wave, fg(t), yields as the Laplace transform of 

the modified feedback voltagea 

(68) % (a) = <« f2 (tH 

z S™(») 

(59) % U) s % <«> +2 

■ S' fV3 - %(o + JKtJ0)J 

I i *ir J 
£ -=4s r%•< 

^,=1 uir L 
s + iKOIJ - s,(, - JKW0 * 

Again there is one term of error frequency, and as an approximation to the 

actual case, the modified £eodbaek. voltage is expressed as 

(TO) % (s) = % BF (S) 

With the modified error and feedback voltages considered as 

applied in the grid circuit of the amplifier, the equivalent circuit is 

employed as shosn in Figaro 10. From Figure 9, using the modified 

signals, the following may be written! 

(71) E^ <«) s i: (,) - P4 (3)] - /*Pl<
a> + V3)] % 

(72) 
E
62(3) - § (s) “ Eg (»)J -£ipl(s) + Ip2^jl RJ 

Considering the loop currents as shorn in the equivalent circuit of 

Figure 10, the following equations are written! 



3\ 
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(73) %+ BhJ + I2(S) %- I3(S)BH =/HE^(s)-f Es (s) 

(74) I^s) BR + l2U)[Rp4 % + %] " Ms) EB S/*E^<S) <s) 

(75) I3(a)^(BB^Bf) +I*fsj +I4(s) Ms - ^ (s) Bfi = 0 

(76) +Bf) + Lfs] + Is(s) Ms - Ig (s) Bg = 0 

Subtracting equation (74) from equation (73), 

■£i (77) /^jEgi(s) - Egg (s)J = ^(s) - I2 (s)J (Bp + BB) -|I3 (S) - I4(s)| % 

Subtracting equation (75) from equation (76) and solving for 

Ix (s) - I2 (s) , 

(78) ^ (s) - I2 (8) = _1_ Bf) +• (lf - M)sj jig (s) - I4 (sj) 

^ (%+%) -|l; 
'■] 

B 

Subtracting equation C?2) from equation (71), 

(79) E* (s) - JS* (S) = l‘ (s) - El (S) 
§1 e3 s y 

Substituting equations (78) and (79) in equation (77), 

(80) X^3s(s) - EF (s)j= %"(Bp+BB) [(% + %) + (% - UU] fl3(s) - I4(s) r*l tm « 

*3 (8) - X4 (S)J 

This equation can be rearranged to yield 

(81) l3<s> - r4 .  /*%  

®s'(s) - Sj,(a) + Ej.% +% BbJ + (Sp+%)(Lf - U) s 

Making the substitution, 

(82) *f= (\ •)■%)( % - 
BpB£ f* Bp Bp «f“ B^ BB 

the transfer function of the amplifier’s equivalent circuit becomes 



(83) XjG^e)- ,/U.Bg 

(s) - (S) BpBf + 1^BH + BfBE % s + 1 

Calling the inductance measured ‘between the two outside terminals 

of the control fields I»gq, the expression (1^ - M) becomes § I>QQ. She control 

field time constant then becomes 

(84) »(%-*•%) ^ 

Slgure 11 shows the representation of the amplifier and its 

modified input signals in block diagram form. With the error expressed 

in radians and the amplifier input transformer step-up ratio denoted 

by (secondary from grid-to-grid), the constant KQ of equation (6?) becomes 

(85) I0 « JT x 5?. 3 x 

The conponent transfer function from £(s) to B* (s) as denoted ’cry 

equation(67) is 

(86) it. - 
6 " £ (a) - , 

The component transfer function from % (s) to E., (s) as denoted ty 

- j=- X <nf X 57.3 X HL - ir ’ A 

equation (70) is 

(87) K? 
<a) 

Sjp (s) 
X 
3 

The component transfer function KJGJ(S) is as given in equation (83). 

The component transfer functions Kg and are not physical blocks 

in the diagram. They do not represent actual components as do all of 

the other component transfer functions con file red thus far. % and K«j 

represent the modification factors which were made on the input signals. 

Their place in the block diagram is necessary with the assumptions which 

were made. It should be emphasised that the values of the constants 

Kg and IC7 should be verified experimentally to confirm the analysis 

from which they evolved. The results of this will ba shown in Appendix A. 



Kg 77" Tjr * x S 71 3 X N T 

K? = g 
y> ^ AKK^ I 

", (*> ~ Kf Rf + Rp Rn +■ Rf Rx Tfs + \ 

Ej (s') Ej(s)are. yri(L-~to- j rid vo Ithyes. 

F'ianre. //, ~ SIccH bie.jra.mo~f £*mjpo{\Qn.~t 
Transfer ^nctj'ort J /C^ 

l X, <?, (*). 



4. Overall Loot) Transfer Function 

All of the component transfer functions having now been considered, 

the complete block diagram of the overall loop transfer function can be 

put together. This is shown in Figure 12. 

To derive the overall loop transfer function, K G (s), the feedback 

loop is first examined. This is a loop within theroain loop, and compli¬ 

cates the procedure somewhat. The usual method of attack in the treatment 

of maltiloop systems employs the reciprocal transfer function. (Keference 6) 

For reasons which will become apparent later on, the loop transfer function 

will be derived in the following manner. 

If the feedback loop is opened, the transfer function around this 

soxilliary loop is 

(88)       « KjOPa) K2 83(0) %%(,) K7KQ 

(s) - %, (s) 

It then follows that 

(89) 4 M *1°1<°> Kg °3 <■) *3°3<»> K7% 
\ <«) ~ 'V-a 

Furthermore* 

*4 (g) _ K1G1(s) K2G2(S) 

Sg(s) “ Ep<a) (s) * 1+K1G1(S) K2G2(S) K^B) K?Kg 

This gives the transfer function for the auxilliary loop. By reference to 

figure 12 it can be seen that the overall loop transfer function will be 

(SI) E G (9) - €fikL - %<s) &„(*) i0(«) 
' g>oo stir sjU) 5^W~ 
%%%(!) KgC^ta) K4S4(S) K5 

' l + Kj^sps) K282(S)‘K303('s) Kg 
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expression Ki%Gi(s) KgGgU) K4G4(s) Kg caJlte derived by 

recalling equations (83), (26), (20), (31), and (86). However, the 

product K\KQ will be left as such. 

The expression %%&j,(s) KgGg(s) KgGg(s) Kg likewise can ba 

derived by recalling a somber of equations. These are equations (83), 

(26), (42), (87), and (41). It is preferred for the present to leave 

the product Kj Kj as such in the expression for the overall loop transfer 

function. 

The development on the following pages is self-ezplanatory, the 

expressions for the various component transfer functions merely being 

substituted. 

It is of interest to note that the analysis completed thus far 

has been concerned with only the loop transfer function. Ho mention 

has been made of what may appear to be the chief consideration in a servo 

analysis, the ratio of output to input. It is again pointed out that a 

sinusoidal analysis of a servomsctuaxsn isbased on the properties of its 

loop transfer function. Of prlmaxy interest is the stability of a servo¬ 

mechanism, which depends only on the loop transfer function. It is also 

recalled that, knowing the loop transfer function, the ratio of out pat 

to input follows immediately from the relation 

(96) ?oCs) _ KG (s) 
ui s i + m (s) 

The loop transfer function for the servomechanism under consideration 

has now been derived as expressed in equation (95). The physicalconstants 

of the system should now be evaluated by calculation or measurement. 

Appendix A contains the determination of these constants. The results listed 

in Appendix A are tabulated in Table 1. 
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Table 1 - Control Circuit 

Motor to load gear ratio 

tenplidyue gain 

/miplidyne quadrature axis resistance 

ilmplidyne quadrature axis time constant 

Mplidyne-motor armature ro si stance 

Amplidyne-motor time constant 

Amplidyne control field time constant 

Servo motor back emf constant 

Servo motor torque constant 

Servo motor rotor moment of inertia 

Servo motor L to B ratio 

Error gain through amplifier 

Feedback gain through amplifier 

Feedback factor 

Servo motor armature resistance 

J , JT» and F_ negligible 
g 

h
 » 

r s 

*a„ 
•*tr* £ 

\ - 

T - 
q - 

B s 

^taas: 

% = 

K 
t " 

z fit ** 

T - 
m 

ILK - 
IS” 

*1*7 = 
B - 

Constants, 

PA 

82,700 volts/amp 

29 ohms 

658„000 ohas^ 

0.033 second 

81 ohms 

0.0047 second 

0.015 second 

1.2 volts/rad/see 

0.73 ft Ih/mrn 

4.85 x 1Q~^ slug-f# 

0o009 second 

0.470 arsp/rad 

0.96 x 10 ° amp/volt 

0.26 

29 ohms 

These constants will now he numerically substituted in equation (95) 
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In equation (99), has been substituted for the operator s. 

The loop transfer function is now expressed as a function of angular 

frequency 4A>. The magnitude and phase of KG ean now ha calculated 

for various values of (*> over the operating range of this servomechanism* 

The detailed-calculations are made in Appendix B. Table 2 tabulates 

these result s. 

Angular 
frequency* Ut 

0.08 

0.09 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0,30 

0.40 

0.50 

0.60 

0.70 

0.80 

0.90 

1.00 

1.50 

Table 2. - Calculated Values Open-loop Besponge 

0o (j ) 

(from equation 99) 

Magnitude jtajde of 
(j<a) 

£ € 

Magnitude 
©f % U<*») db 

4910 - 91 73.8 

4433 - 91 78.0 

4030 - 92 72.2 

2970 - 96 69.4 

2450 -104 g70 g 

1617 -131 64.2 

908 “ISO 59.2 

530 -157 54.4 

340 -159 50.6 

237 -158 47.g 

185 -155 45.4 

140 -154 43.0 

1112 -151 41.0 

75 -135 37.5 

“12S 35.5 2.00 60 



PAST V - EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OP THE FBEQUENCY RESPONSE 

To compare the act vial response of the servomechanism under con¬ 

sideration with the predicted response, measurements should be made 

directly on the system in the laboratory, Neither standard instruments 

nor standard techniques exist for performing frequency response measure¬ 

ments at the present time. Each system requires improvised instruments 

and procedures. Ingenuity is reouired. 

The sinusoidal signals applied to the physical system must be 

small enough to obtain linear system operation. Measurements on servo¬ 

mechanisms are extremely difficult to perform; however, the results 

obtained, if successful, are of considerable value. 

Due consideration is made of the type of servomschanism being 

investigated, and the very low frequency range in which it operates. 

It is decided to perform the frequency response test with the loop 

opened. The open-loop response measurements are made with the experi¬ 

mental set-up shown in Figure 13. With the loop opened, an externally 

produced, artificial error signal is fed into the amplifier. This 

artificial error signal is an amplitude-modulated 60-cycle voltage. 

One volt rras of amplitude modulation corresponds to one degree of input- 

output position error in the actual system. (Reference 2, Page 36) The 

error voltage fed into the system is varied in modulating frequency by 

neans of speed control on the d-c motor driving the synchro generator. 

With a constant value of 0.78 volt rms of amplitude modulation, 

obtained bymeans of the variacs and indicated by an rms reading vacuum 

tube voltmeter, the frequency of the artificial error signal input to the 

amplifier is reduced to as low a value as possible% By reducing the 

armature voltage of the d-c motor driving the synchro generator, the 

speed of the synchro generator is reduced to as low as a period of 74 





4^ 

seconds per revolution. At this extremely low frequency, the system is 

calibrated. 

‘During eveiy alternation of the artificial error voltage, 

alternating at error frequency, the load dial rotates by a certain number 

of turns, She output displacement 0Q is thus measured in number of 

turns for each reversal. One-half the number of turns in either direction 

corresponds to the 0.78 volt ztas of amplitude modulation on the input 

signal. She 0.78 volt ms corresponds to 0.78 degrees of error or 

0.78 
■~r~*r raiians of error, ©ms the magnitude of the open-loop response is 

(100) -A- (j«» mogaitato . $ taras 5 a7r 11 glL £, 0.78 

She calibration at the very lowest frequency consists first of 

all of a long warm-up period of from two to three hours, Shis is done 

in order that the system might settle down operation with the 

possibilities of drift in the operating point cut to a minimum. She 

advantages of open-loop measurements are voided if there is a tendency 

for the operating point to drift during a long period of testing. 

She output displacement is adjusted for the same number of turns at each 

reversal, Shis is accomplished with a potentiometer used as the resis¬ 

tance shunted across the sraulidyne control fields. However, balance 

has to be obtained without getting very far off the center of this 

potentiometer. The gains of the two tubes are not the same for too 

great a difference in the Bg resistances. 

She measurement of phase difference between the artificial error 

signal and the output displacement is calibrated as follows. She move¬ 

ment of the needle on the nas reading vacuum tube voltmeter connected 

at the input is observed as it follows the anplitude modulation of the 



arror signal. Siaoretically the phase difference between the error 

and output displacements as the frequency approaches zero is minus 90 

degrees® At the very lowest frequency attainable then, a stop watch is 

used to measure the time difference between the instant at which the 

vacuum tube voltmeter needle hits the zero point on its scale and the 

instant at which the load dial on the output comes to a stop, This initial 

time difference then is called the zero point and the phase difference 

between error and output recorded as minus 90 degrees. As the frenuenqy 

is increased, the time difference at each succeeding point is then con¬ 

verted into degrees and subtracted from the initial minus 90 degrees 

phase difference, for example, in Bun 1, reading 7, the time difference 

clocked on the stop watch is 2.1 seconds. The period of the error input 

is 21 seconds per revolution (also docked with a stop watch). Thus 

the phase difference at this frequency is recorded as 

(101) ) phase ( at (J - -STT . 0.299 ) 

S 21 
r 2.1 x 360 

21 
~ 36 degrees 

Subtracting this from the original, minus 90 degrees, at U) = 0.299, 

(102) ($£0) phase s -126 degrees 

A 
As an example of the measured magnitude of. 0«), at this 

S’ 
same reading the output displacement is 6.75 turns for each reversal. 

Reference to equation (100) gives, at &)a 0.299, 

(103) Jtz (jO)) magnitude - I 6o75, ^A7r^ 57°2 
g 0.78 

- 1560 - 63.9 db 

After a good deal of investigation of all the factors involved 

and several trial runs, the frequency response test is repeated on three 

separate dates with a new warm-up mid calibration each time. Each of the 
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three tests use the sane constant input amplitude modulation of 0.78 wit 

rms. Each covers the same frequency range. She results of these tests, 

called Han 1, Hun 2, and Hun 3, are c©spared and found to he consistent. 

The detailed results of the three tests are contained in Appendix C. 

Table 3 gives the essential measured data of the three runs. 

Table 3. - Measured Values for the 
n 

Open-Loop Response -S do)) 

Hun 1 Hun 2 Bun S 
Au^ilar 
Frequency 

al phase mag. dh 
US 1H*) 

mms® mag dh 
ut itty*) 

phase 
& 0°°? 

sms. dh 

0.09® - 90 71.8 0.0847 — so 7a s 0.0992 - 90 71.4 

0.1188 - 90 70.2 0.1049 - 90 71.0 0.1162 - 95 70.0 

0.1262 - 98 69.3 0.1256 - 97 70.0 0.1381 - 98 68.6 

0.1632 - 99 68.2 0.1493 - 99 68.3 0.1695 - 99 67.2 

0.1960 -105 67.0 0.1796 -100 67.2 0.217 —106 65.8 

0.342 -114 65.9 0.217 -107 66. S 0.251 -114 64. 7 

0.299 -1S6 63.9 0.251 -115 65.2 0.292 -120 63.7 

0.381 -142 60.4 0.314 -ISt 63.0 0.392 -140 69.6 

0.433 -150 67.8 0.385 -139 59.8 0.S02 -148 55.0 

0.570 -159 50.7 0.464 -151 56.1 0.628 -155 49.5 

0.668 -13 48.3 0.587 -157 50.8 0.838 -162 42.2 

0.827 -161 43.2 0.766 -160 44.8 0.982 -146 40.0 

1.111 -149 37.1 0.967 -145 40.0 1.280 -142 35.3 

1.531 -143 32.7 1.256 -140 34.2 1.607 -128 *' '31.1 

i.soo -134 22.9 1.570 -126 31.1 - 
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PART VI - COMPARISON OP ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE! RESULTS 

Comparison of the actual response of the servomedhaniaminvestigated 

with the predicted response is now possible. Figure 14 shows the magnitude 
\ 

in decibels and the phase in degrees of the 100:5 transfer function plotted as 

functions of angular frequency. The curve drawn in each case represents the 

theoretical values as obtained by the analytical evaluation of the frequency 

response and carried out in Part I? of this paper* The curves drawn are 

plotted from the values tabulated in Table 3 (calculated values of open-loop 

response). 

The experimental values obtained and tabulated in Table 3 are merely 

plotted as points in Figure 14. All the points from Runs 1,2, and 3 are 

plotted and left as such. Tits relationship between the predicted curve and 

the actual points obtained experimentally is more evident by means of this 

representation. 

The experimental points check the theoretical curves rather well. The 

slight discrepancies at the high frequency end of the curves is due to the 

small output displacements at these frequencies. Both the magnitude and phase 

measurements are difficult to judge at the highest frequencies employed. 

•Of particular satisfaction is the phase check. The method devised for 

phase measurement at first appeared to be somewhat on the crude side due to the 

human element involved. However, good coordination in pushing the stop watch, 

plus the fact that the human reaction is the same on both ends of the timing 

sequence, should produce fairly accurate results. Such indeed proves to be the 

case. It is noted, however, that this method of phase measurement is possible 

only because of the very low frequencies involved. 
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PAB® VII - OF JUMHEB ISTBHESS 

Khere ara many more interesting points which could be investigated 

in connection with this type of servomechanism. Chief among these is 

stability* Improvement in the system performance could be achieved 

through the introduction of n lead network such as was done by Schwarts 

(Reference 5). Other methods of improving the performance are also 

feasible; new and better methods are well worth the investigation required. 

•Bis d-c amplidyne positional servomechanism described in this paper 

is of course unstable without the anti-hunt filter circuit. To show this 

exporimentaLly, all that is necessary is tor;disconnect the anti-hunt filter, 

fhs system hunts badly, fo demonstrate the instability analytically, the locp 

transfer function is derived without the anti-hunt circuit. Biis is shown on 

the next page. 

In this case the loop transfer function is 

KO(s) - 
77 O 

a / 5.7 s 1CT4 (a2 -f 93s +* 1755) (s2 + 213s + 4750) f 
Heealling that 

1 4-H:G(S) 

KG (s) 

it is observed (as was pointed out before) that the stability of the 

servomechanism depends only on the loop transfer function since the 

characteristic equation of the system is 

1 -f. KG(e) - 0 

Without the anti-hunt filter, the servomechanism of this investi¬ 

gation has the characteristic equation 
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1 - 3.08 X 109 _ n 
'll iirmn  r-"H linn IJ ir-rr-T'-m " ' *"r n ri"T: [ Tmn IIII 11 run 111 rri n--ni- Iliincini ■■.nujimi -r--- I Til .1 I ri ill rn 1 III I J. I I . ^ 

s(s4 + 3.06 x 102a34 2.63 x 104s2 4-8.16 x 105 s + 8.34 % 1G6) 

s5 4* 3.06 x 102s4 + 2.63 x 10433 4- 8.16 x 105s2 4* 8.34 x 106s 

4-3.08 x 109 s 0 

It is convenient to "be able to determine the question of stability 

without actually solving this characteristic equation. To dottfchis, South*s 

!e S, Page 197) 

Z.6S x 104 8.34 x 106 

8.16 x 105 3.08 x 109 

-1.73 x 10G 

3.08 x 109 

In the first column there are two changes ox sign; therefore, there 

are two roots with positive real parts. Without the anti-hunt circuit, 

the servomechanism is unstable. 

Suggestions for further investigation in the field of servomechanisms 

can be mty and varied, The whole field of measurements in servomechanisms 

needs going over, The measurement of position, velocity, and acceleration in 

servo systems is not as easy as engineers would like to see. Tills problem of 

course is related very closely to the procedure used for indicating these 

quantities in a manner interpreted by the davslopEKnt engineer. 

Effective work would be done if investigation were made of the many 

phase compensation networks from a generalized functional viewpoint. This 

could be done using netv/oiica for direct-current operation or those that use 

errasvmodnl a&ed carrier-suppressed data transmission. The whole question of 

tolerance for these networks with respect to departure from the ideal of the 

resistors, capacitors, and inductances and the departure from standard frequency 

method is applied. (Beferenc 

3.G6 x 10* 

2.38 x IQ4 

8.38 x 10S 

•8.84 x 107 

3.08 x 10* 



of the carrier is an important one® Mach usable data could be obtained on 

the development of networks that would give both integral and lead compen¬ 

sation. 

It is known generally that the subject of two-phase induction motors 

as they pertain to servomechanism, work needs investigation. With the 

present state of knowledge of this subject, many crude approximations are 

made when two-phase induction motors are used. 



PAST nil - COffOLUSXGfiS 

Shis paper describes the application of frequency response in obtaining 

the system behavior of a. d-c amplidyne positional servemeohanim. It is hoped 

that tills investigation presents an exacting solution to the problem of 

comparing analytical and experimental frequency response for this type of 

servomechanism. 

She analytical evaluation of the frequency response is carried out 

In great detail with as few alsgilifying assumptions as possible. Of course 

the restriction of linearity is mads, toe reason for the detailed analysis 

presented is that the author is having his first experience in such an 

analysis. As each component is analyzed, the derivations are made without 

the assumptions which experience can teach. (However, the simplifying as¬ 

sumptions which experienced engineers mafeo often lead to serious errors.) 

Another reason for such completeness is that a clear picture is desired in 

this analysis, showing the synthesis of the loop transfer function with every 

contributing factor in place. 

She experimental technique developed for the servomechanism investigate 

seams to suit it very well, This method certainly possesses the advantage o 

simplicity, The results obtained indicate that it also possesses a fair degree 

of accuracy. The disadvantage of a long and tedious calibration-plus-warm-up 

period cannot bs avoided. 

The results obtained in this investigation are encouraging. The 

determination of so many system parameters makes for possible errors in the 

analytical solution. Are care in the evaluation of those parameters gives 

a reasonable theoretical result. 

It is hoped that the solution to the exacting problem described in this 

paper will add to the methods of servom.echQ.nisa analysis and synthesis by 

frequency response techniques. 



APPENDIX A - MSASUHEMSNf AND CALCULATION ny SYSTEM PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

1. Error Signal Gain throu#i Amplifier, 

The analysis of the amplifier in Part IV, section 3, of this paper 

pointed out that the constants Kg and should he confirmed experimentally 

to substantiate the analysis from which they evolved. This is dona, 

although actually it is the products KjKg and which are determined. 

The product K^Kg is the error signal gain through the amplifier. 

With no feedba& signal applied, a sinusoidal 60-cyele signal representing error 

is fed into the amplifier and the difference in the two control field currents 

noted. It is recalled that on® volt rms of error signal corresponds to 1 

degree of error, or 57,3 volts corresponds to 1 radian of error. 

The following readings are taken for various values of input signal. 

Sin 
rms volts 

If 
ml*Volts 

If 
m.a. 

0.8 6.8 0.2 1.5 

0.7 6.2 0.3 1.8 

0.6 5.3 0.4 2.7 

0.5 4.5 0.5 3.6 

0.4 3.6 0.6 4.4 

0.3 2.8 0.7 5.3 

0.2 ao 0.8 6.2 

The average gain, which is fairly constant over the entire range, is 

8.2 m.a. per rms volt. This is the same as 8.2 m. a. per degree error or 0.47 

amp. per radian of error. 

Experimentally, KjKg ~ 0.47 amp. per rad 
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A comparison with the analytical value of K^Kg Is made. It is 

recalled from the analysis of Part IV, Section 3, that 

K_ ** %  

HpBH- %% + %% 

x 57.3 

Rg is measured as 3500 ohms. Prom data later on in this Appendix, Iig is 

825 ohms. The plate resistance of the 6L6*s, R^, is taken as 30,000 ohms. 

The amplification factor, M , is taken as IS). Nj is measured as 4.3, the 

amplifier input transformer step-up ratio, secondary from grid-to-grid. Using 

these values, K-;Kg analytically is equal to 0.44 asp. per rad. The experimental 

value is used in calculating the frequency response. 

2» feedback Signal Pain through Amplifier. KJ&J,. 

Tile product is the feedback signal gain through the amplifier. With 

no error signal applied, a d-e voltage representing lov> frequency feedback is 

applied at the feedback signal input in the grid circuit. The corresponding 

difference in the control field currents is observed. The following readings 

are taken: 

% *£ % If 
d.c. volts m.a. d.c. volts m.a. 

(reversed polarity) 

1.45 

2.90 

4.40 

5.85 

2.0 7.40 6.2 

3.0 5.85 5.2 

4.2 4.40 3.9 

6.0 2.90 2.2 

7.7 7.40 1.45 1.1 



From these readings, the gain is determined as 0,96 m.a. per volt. 

Sxperimantally, K^Rp - 0*96 * 10**4 S amp, per volt. 

Recalling that, analytically, the product K3R7 is calculated 

as 10S8 x 10*“° amp, per volt. This calculated value is almost exactly twice 

the measured value. The discrepancy here indicated is not explained. The 

experimental value is used in the calculation of frequency response, 

3. Amalidyne gain constant 

yt 
The factor in collation (?) of the analytical treatment is the 

' ^ 

smplidyne gain constant, and is determined experimentally as follows. The 

circuit of Figure 15 is used. With the drive motor volts held constant at 

125, the aaplidyne field currents am varied and the open-circuit output voltage 

of the aaplidyne measured. The readings in Table 4 are made continuously. 

Figure 16 shows a plot of all the experimental points. From the curves of 

Figure 16, the nraplidyne gain constant is determined as 

K_ 
-sdl - 22, TOO volts per asm 

4. Amolldyne Quadrature Axis Time Constant and Resistance 

By the aumeter-voltmeter method, the resistance of the anplidyne 

quadrature axis is determined using d-c. 

- 29 ohms 

This is accomplished with one brush removed to get in the circuit. The 

following readings are takento determine the inductance of the quadrature axis: 

With direct axis open (brushes removed}» 

I - 0.300 amp 

V = 130,5 volts 

f - 60 cycles 

L(conputed) = 1.131 h 

1 s 0.331 amp, 

V ss 145 volts 

$ _ 9,95 watts 

L(eomputed) - 1,138 h 
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Sable 4. - implidyne Test 

**1 
2a® a, o 

X2 
m© a® 

¥ 

volts 
Ifl 
Hi. a. 

if2 

nua« 

V 

volts 
Ifl 

m. a* 
% 
ra.a. 

V 

volts 

20® 8 22.0 0 22.0 20.5 37.5(C1+) 22.0 20.3 35(0!+) 

2Sa0 20.8 41(Cy*) 23.0 19.8 71.5 23.0 19.6 79 

33.1 19.8 90 31.0 18.9 120 24.0 18.9 122 

24.0 19.1 127 25.0 18.2 160 25.0 18.0 168 

25.0 18.3 169 26.0 17.5 202 26.1 17.4 211 

28.0 17.9 200 27.0 17.0 237 27.0 17.0 241 

27. 2 17.0 246 28.1 16.3 273 26.0 17.3 218 

26.0 17.8 208 27.0 16.9 245 25.0 18.0 179 

25.0 18.2 175 26.0 17.5 210 24.0 18.8 142 

24.0 19.1 131 25.0' 18.1 177 aa 9 19.7 97 

23.0 19.7 92 24.0 18,9 137 22.0 20.2 58 

22.0 3D. 5 51 23.0 19.7 92.5 20.7 21.9 0 

20.7 22.0 0 22.0 20.4 51 20.0 22.3 20(03-) 

20.0 22.7 26(%-) 20.7 21.9 0 19.0 23.5 68 

19.0 23.8 72 20.0 22.6 24.2(01-) 18.0 24.9 125 

18.0 25.1 134 19.0 23.7 73.5 17.0 26.5 192 

17.0 26.8 195 18.0 25.0 127 16.0 28.4 261 

16.0 28.9 263 17.0 26.7 190 17.0 26.6 204 

17.0 27.0 208 16.0 28.6 258 18.0 24.9 140 

18.1 25.0 141 17.0 26.8 202 19.0 23.5 86.5 

19.2 23.4 80 18.0 25.1 147 20.0 22.3 39 

20.0 22.7 47.5 19.0 23.7 89 21.1 21.1 0 

20.7 22.0 18.4 20.0 22.4 41.5 

21.2 21.2 0 21.1 21.1 0 



With direct axis closed 

I - 0.334 amp. 

V - 139 volts 

W - 6.05 watts 

f - 60 cycles 

L (computed) ~ 1.09 h. 

Average Lq - 1.11 henries 

The quadrature axis time constant 

Tq s 0.038 second 

I - 0.322 amp. 

¥ = 133 volts 

W - 5.75 watts 

f x 60 cycles 

L (computed) - le084 h. 

is calculated as Lq divided hy 

5. iinpll&vne ulus Servo Motor Armature Circuit 

Measuring across and C^, the amplidyne output terminals, the 

following d-c ammeter-voltmeter readings are obtained for different rotor 

positions. 

X 
aero 

B 
volts 

I 
mao 

S 
volts 

X 
asro 

1 
volts 

0.2 12.2 0.2 10.1 0.2 11.5 

0.4 22.2 0.4 21.0 0.4 21.5 

0.6 32.5 0.6 31.0 0.6 31.5 

0.8 42.5 0.8 41.0 0.8 42.0 

1.0 51.9 loO 51.0 1.0 52.5 

1.1 58.0 

From these readings, 

Ea 4* Bc - 52 ohms 

Measuring across these same terminals with a~c, 
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i 

1 - 0.373 amp. I - 0.323 amp. 

¥ - 38.8 volts V z 34 volts 

W - 5 watts W - 4 watts 

f 2 60 cycles f = 60 cycles 

I»( computed) - 0.259 h. L(computed) - 0.257 h 

Average s 0.26 henries 

From the above listed results, 

B = % •+ Ec + 1^ z 81 ohms 

* La + Lc + ha 0,114 0.26 
mS \+He+% ^ 81 

T ~ 0.0047 second ism. ** 

6® Servo Motor Back EHF Constant 

With 125 volts d-c applied to the servo motor field and held 

constant, its terminal voltage is varied and the corresponding values of 

armature current and speed recorded as follows: 
66 o 
St 
aaal&a  

e3t 
 mm*   

Speed 
     volts/rps 

2SQ 0.157 32.0 7.60 
230 0.148 29.4 7.60 
SLO 0.142 26.8 7.60 
190 0.136 24.4 7.55 
170 0.128 21.7 7.57 
ISO 0.123 19.1 7.57 
130 0.117 16.5 7.55 
110 0.109 14.0 7.46 
90 0.103 11.4 7.47 

She speed is measured by timing the motion of the load dial, the motor-to-load 
gear ratio being 24 to 1, She back emf is calculated assuming a 2 volts brush 
drop. 

K0 Z 7.57 volts/rps - 1.2 volts/rad per sec 
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7. Servo Motor fforoue Constant 

From name-plate data, 

K „ 33,000 x 0,25  
t “ 3 TT x 1800 x 1,0 

0.73 lb. ft/amp. 

A brake arm and spring scale are used to confirm this constant, using the rated 

value s 140 in. ox. per amp, She average experimental values checked this 

rated value closely. 

8* Servo Motor Moment of Inertia 

fhis data is furnished by the manufacturer as 

s 2,25 lb in.2 

or = 4.85 x 10T*4 slug ft.2 

8* Amolidvne Control Field Inductance 

She inductance measured between the two outside terminals of the 

control fields is IiQ^, as used in equation (84) of Part IV. terminals F^ 

and F^ are connected in series with a decade capacitor, a thermocouple ammeter, 

and an audio oscillator. She series circuit is tuned for maximum current 

(resonance) for the following results? 

Freq, C X, 
-C-.p.s. _ f Henries 

7 4.5 115 
8 3.5 113 
9 2.7 116 
10 2.2 U5 
12 1.5 117 

Average » 116 henries 

10. Jmplidvne Control Field Resistance 

Measuring across F^ and Fg with d-c, 



£4* 

l 
 a®..     

E 
volts 

I 
aiHD 

E 
volts 

0.015 12.6 0.015 12.6 
0.020 16.6 0.020 16.6 
0.025 20.? 0.025 20.7 
0.030 34.? 0.030 24*? 

I 
niBD 

S 
volts 

1 
mm 

35 
volts 

0.015 12*4 0.015 12.4 
0.020 16*3 0.020 16.2 
0.025 20.3 0.025 20.3 
0.030 24.3 0.030 24.3 

\ -*s 
- 835 ohms 

\ - r4 ' 
810 ohms 

Average - 826 ohms 

11* Jmplidyne Control Field Time Constant 

From equation (84) of Part IV, the amplidyne control field time 

constant Is given as 

f ' SP%+IVEB + % “a 

Vf + VH+-BA 30,000 x 825 *4* 30,000 x 3500 4- 825 x 3500 

1.326 x 108 

33,500 

f. f 

LetJ z. henries 

0.015 second 

12. Servo Motor L to B ratio 

5 - ^ „ 0,28 

® 4   29 ‘ 

13. Feedback factor 

1300 

5000 
0.26 

0.OQ9 sec. 

14. Inertia of (rear Train Beflected to Motor. Inertia of load 

Seduced to Motor Speed fg * Viscous Friction in Gearing and 

Bearings, f„ UJm(s)^ 

\ 



iS 

Khese factors ara determined as negligible, by the simple expet 

' close inspection of the parts involved. 

lent of 
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APSSHDIX B - GA1CUL&TIOH OF ANALYTICAL OPEN-LOOP ESSPOMSS 

The results tabulated in Table 2 of Part I? are calculated in detail 

hers. Equation (99) of Part IV expressed the loop transfer function in terms 

Of angular frequency (/) «, The magnitude and phase of KG UJ) are calcu¬ 

lated for various assumed values of o) over the operating range of this 

servomechanism. The following pages shov? the values of the various factors 

in aquation (99) for different values of angular frequency* The various 

factors are then combined to show the final calculations of Kg (j <AJ ), the 

loop transfer function, as a iUnction of U) . 
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uJ 1^.1 3.86 tel 1 -4-.1 0.582 

0.08 1+4 „ 2048 
1.02 /lX.6° 

1 +4 .04656 
1.0 /2.670 

o.os 1 + 4 .2304 
la024 /IS.QO 

1 4-4 .05238 
1.0 2,3.030 

0.10 1+4 .256 
1.032 /l4.3?° 

1 4-4 .0582 
laO /3.34O 

0.16 1 4-5 .384 
1.072 M*P° 

14-9 .0874 
1.0 /S.02° 

O.SO 1 + 4 .512 
la 122 /27a 14° 

1 4- J .1164 
1.007 /6..650 

OoSO 1 + 4 .768 
la 26 /37.55° 

1 4-j .1746 
1.015 /9.900 

0.40 14-J 1.034 
1.432 /4S.7^ 

14j .2328 
1.027 /l3.12° 

o.so 14-J 1*28 
1.625 /53.0O 

14-J .2910 
1.041 /16.220 

0.60 1 +4 1.536 
1.83 /56.90 

14-4 .3492 
1.06 /l9.24° 

0.TO 1 4-j 1.792 
3.055 /SO.83° 

14j .4074 
1.08 /22.20 

0„80 1 +3 2.048 
2.28 /64«0° 

1 4-j .4656 
i.ios /25.00 

0.90 1 +-4 2.304 
2a 51 /66a 540 

1 4-9* .5238 
1.129 /27.650 

1.00 1 4-3 2.56 
2.75 /68.650 

! +-J ®58S 
1.158 /SO.2° 

I. SO 1 + 4 3.84 
3.97 /?5.4° 

1+4 .874 
1.328 /41.150 

2.00 14-4 5.12 
5.22 /78.950 

14- j 1.164 
1.533 /49.35° 

1 +.1 0.0536CJ 1+.1 0.0395 CJ 

1+4 .004288 
1.0 /sL 

1 +4 .00316 
1.0 /po 

1 4-9 .004824 
1.0 / 0° 

1 +4 .00355 
1.0 /po 

1 + 4 .00536 
1.0 / qo 

1 +4 .00395 
1.0 /o° 

14-J .00805 
1.0 /, 0° 

1 +4 . 00592 
1.0 /o° 

1 4-j .01071 
1.0 / 0.610 

1 +4 .00790 
1.0 /0° 

1+4 .01608 
1.0 /0.92° 

1+4 .01184 
1.0 /0.68° 

1+4 .02145 
1.0 /l.2B° 

1 + 4 .0158 
1.0 /.091° 

14-9* .0268 
1.0 /1.530 

1 +4 .01975 
1.0 /1.130 

1+4 .0322 
1.0 /1.840 

1 + 4 .0237 
1.0 /l.36° 

1 +4 .0375 
1.0 /2,150 

1 + 4 .02765 
1.0 7^.590 

1 +4 .0429 
1.6 ?2.46° 

1+4 .0316 
1.0 /1.81° 

1 + 4 .0482 
1.0 /2.76° 

1 +4 .0355 
1.0 ?2.03° 

1 +4 .0536 
1.0 /3f07O 

1 + 4 .0395 
1.0 /2.260 

1+4 .0805 
1.0 /4.62° 

1 +4 .0592 
1.0 /3.390 

1+4 .107 
1.004 /6.11° 

1+4 .0790 
1.0 /4,53° 



1 + .1 0.00533 M 1 + .1 0.015 U) 1 +4 0,0580) 1 +.1 0.05 Ui oo 

0.08 1+4 .000428 
l.o /ol_ 

1 +4 .00120 
i-o 7QQ 

1 +4 .00304 
i.o 7QQ 

1+4 .004 
1.0 7o° 

Q®09 1-1-4 .000479 
1.0 /fl°_ 

1+4 .00135 
i.o ?o° 

1+4 .00342 
1.0 /o° „„ 

1 +4 .0045 
1.0 7P,° 

0.10 l + j .000533 
1.0 /0° 

1+4 .00150 
i-o 7QO 

1 +4 .0038 
1.0 /0° 

1 +4 .005 
1.0 /po 

0.15 1 + 4 .000800 
i.o 7o° 

1 +4 .00225 
1.0 /o° 

1+4 .0057 
1.0 7o° 

1 +4 .0075 
i.o /o° 

Q«3G 1 +4 .001088 
1.0 70° 

1 +4 .00300 
l.o 7o° 

1+4 .0076 
i*o 7QQ 

1 +4 .010 
1.0 /0.570 

0.30 1 + 4 .00160 
1.0 /GO 

1 +4 .0045 
1.0 /o° 

1+4 .0114 
1.0 7O.65° 

1+4 -015 
1.0 /0.860 

0®40 1+4 .00213 
l.o 7oo 

1+4 .0060 
i-o 7o° 

1+4 .0152 
1.0 7p.8?o 

1+4 -020 
1.0 7.1.15°. 

0.50 1+4 .00287 
i.o /sfL- 

1 +4 .0075 
1.0 ?o° 

1+4 .0190 
1.0 7,1-03° 

1 +4 .025 
1.0 /l.43° 

0®60 1 +4 .00320 
i.o- 7QQ 

1 +4 .0090 
1-0 /o° 

1 +4 .0228 
1.0 /1-310 

1+4 -030 
1.0 f1.720 

0.70 1+4 .00373 
1.0 /o° 

1+4 .0105 
1.0 /0;60° 

1 +4 .0266 
1.0 /l,. 52° 

1 +4 .035 
1.0 /2.0° 

0.80 1 + 4 .00426 
i.o 7QO 

1+4 .0120 
1.0 7O*69° 

1 + 4 .0304 
1.0 7,1.74°. 

1 + 4 .040 
1.0 /2.3° 

0.90 1 + 4 .00479 
i-o 7o° 

1 + 4 .0135 
1.0 7o.7?° 

1 + 4 .0342 
1.0 /1.960 

1 + 4 .045 
1.0 72.580 

leOO 1 +4 .00533 
1.0 /0Q 

1+4 .0150 
1.0 7O.86° 

1 + 4 .0380 
1.0 72.180 

1+4 .050 
1.0 /2.870 

1.50 1 +4 .00800 
i.o 7o° 

1 +4 .0225 
1.0 ?1.39p 

1 +4 .0570 
1.0 ?3,370 

1 + 4 .075 
1.0 /4.30O 

o
 

o
 © 

cv? 1+4 .01066 
1.0 /0.61° 

1 + 4 . 0300 
1.0 /l.72° 

1 +4 .0760 
1.0 ?4.36p 

1 + 4 aor 
1.0 /5.70 
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U) 1 - j 1.115 4- .1 O.OlBfr/ 

0.03 1 - 3 1.112-#- $ .00144 
1.494 /-48a0° 

0.09 1 - j 1.113 4-j .00162 
1.494 /“48.0° 

0.10 1 - j 1.112+• j 00018 
1.492 /“47.980 

0.15 1 - J 1.112 4-3 .0027 
-1.491 /~47.9° 

0.20 l-j 1.112 -f ,1 .0038 
1.491 /“47.9° 

0.S0 1 - J 1.113 4-j .0054 
1.490 7-47.9° 

0.40 1 - 4 1.113 4- j .0072 • 
1.490 /“47.85° 

0.50 1 - 4 1.112 4-4 .0090 
1.488 /“47.80 

0.60 1 « j 1.113 4-j .0108 
1.488 /“47.750 

0.70 1 ~ 4 1.112 4- j .0126 
1.487 /“47.7° 

0.80 1 - j 1.113 4- ,1 .0144 
1.486 /“47.650 

0.90 1-4 1.112 4*3 .0162 
1.483 /“47.6° 

1.00 1 ~ 3 1.112 4-3 .0180 
1.482 /“47.55° 

1.50 1-4 1.113 4- 3 .0270 
1.474 /“47.3° 

1 ~ 4 1.112 4-3 .0360 
1.470 /-47.10 

1 4-.1 1.112 4-.i 0.018 0/ 

1 4*3 1.113 
1.498 /48a05° 

1 +3 1.114 
1.499 /48.1° 

1 *4* j 1*114: 
1.50 /48.1° 

1 4*3 1.115 
1.50 748.1° 

1 4-3 1.116 
1.50 748.15° 

1 4* 3 1.117 
1.50 748.15° 

1+j 1.119 
1.501 /48.2° 

1 4* 4 1.121 
1.502 748.25° 

1+j 1.123 
1.503 /48.3° 

1 4* 3 1.125 
1.504 748.35° 

1+j 1.126 
1.504 748.4° 

1 4r,i 1.128 
1.507 748.45° 

1+j 1.130 
1.51 748.5° 

1 4-j 1.139 
1.517 748.7° 

1 4* 3 1.148 
1.522 748.9° 

2. 
“ 4.04 U> 

- .0258 

» .0327 

- .0404 

“ .0910 

- .1617 

~ .364 

~ .646 

-1.01 

- 1.454 

- 1.98 

- 2.58 

- 3.2? 

- 4.04 

~ 6.06 

2.00 - 8.08 
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u) 

370(1 +3 2.56 tU ) 
(1 + ,1 0.582 Uf ) 
(1 *4-3 .0536 W> ) 

(1 -H .0395 «AP) 

(1 + j .00533 6*) 
(1+j .015 uJ ) 
(1+j .038 ) 
(1 + j 2.56 ) 
(1 + j 0.582 60) 
(1 +-.1 .0536 <0) 

-4.04 IA>2(1 

(1 - i 1.112+j. 
(1 + 3 1.112+j, 

.05W) 
.018 <0) 
.018 £*>) 

7 u) 

0.08 378 /14.30 1.020 /14.3? -0.0577 /0.05° 0.08 /90° 

0.09 380 /16.0° 1.024 /16.0° -0.0733 /p.,100 0.09 /90° 

0.10 382 /?.7.70 1.032 /J.7.,70 -0.0905 /0.15° 0.10 /90° 

0.15 397 /26.0° 1.072 /26.0° -0.204 /0.20° 0.15 /9s® 

0.20 418 /34.4° 1.129 /34n4» -0.362 /0.820 0.20 /90° 

o.so 474 /48.40 1.28 /49.70 -0.814 0.30 Mi 

0.40 545 /60.1° 1.47 /61.90 -1.445 /l.50° 0.40 /90° 

0.50 626 /69.8° 1.693 /72.0° -2.26 /l.88° 0.50 /90° 

0.60 718 /78.0,°, 1.94 /SO.7° -3.25 /2.270 0.60 /9Q0 

O.TO 822 /85.20 2.22 /88.9° -4.43 /2.650 0.70 /90° 

0.80 932 /91.50 2.52 /95t7° -5.76 /3.05° 0.80 /90° 

0.90 1050 /?,7.0° 2.83 /101.80 -7.32 /S.43° 0.90 /90° 

1.00 1178 /101.9° 3.19 /l07.2° -9.05 /3.820 1.00 /90° 

1.50 1950 /l21.2° 5.28 /129.30 -13.55 /.5,70° 1.50 /90° 

3,00 2980 /134.40 8.05 /145.60 -18.1 /7.50° 2.00 /90° 
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U) 
KG (j ) = Q u) ) 

OoOS 
378 /l4.3° 

4910 / - 91.0° 

0.08 / 90° (1 .02 /14.30 - 0.0577 /0.05° ) 

0.Q9 380 /16.0° AA*X\ / Q1 O0 

0.09 /90° (1.024 /l6.0° - 0.0733 /0.10° ) 

0.10 
382 /l7.7° 

4,0^0 / «.Q1 
0.10 /90° (1.032 /17.7° - 0.0905 /0.15° ) 

0.15 
397 /26.0° 

2970 / -95.7° 
0.15 /90° (1.072 /26.0° - 0.304 /0.20° ) 

Gfe?0 418 /34.40 

0.20 /90° (1.129 /34.4° - 0.362 /o.820 ) 
•O / _ *** v/t5 C3 

0.50 474 /48*4° _ 1617 / - 130.8° 
0.30 /SO0 (1.28 /49.7 - 0.814 7l.ll° ) 

0.40 
545 /60„1° 

ang / - "IHO !° 
0.40 /90° (1.47 /61.90 - 1.445 /l.50° ) 

0o50 
626 /69.8° 

530 / - 157.4° 
0.50 /90° (1.693 /72.00 - 2.26 /l.88°) 

0.80 718 /78.0° 340 / - 158. 
0.60 /90° (1.94 /SO.7° - 3.25 /2.270 ) 

0.70 822 /86.2° 
237 / - 158.2° 

0.70 /90° (2.22 /08.9° - 4.43 /2o650 

0.80 932 /91.50 

1RB / Q 0 
0.80 /90° (2.52 /95.70 - 5.76 /3.050 

0.90 1050 /97.0° 
140 / -153.9° 

0.90 /90° (2.83 /l01.8° - 7.32 /3.43° 



7Z 

oJ 
KG a;) tl

 

| I 
C

u E
. 

: 

1.00 
1178 /l01.9° 

IIP / •»! 1 0 

1.00 /90° (3.19 /l07.2°“9.05 /3.820 

1*50 
1950 /121.20 

  -  / *» ratr #•*»€! 
1.50 /90° (5.28 /l29.3°~13.55 /5.7° 

(5 / ***Xt5D((MC 

2.00 2980 /l34.4° 

2.00/90° , (8.05 /145.60 -18.1 /?„5° 
6J / **XP5or 
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fhe experimental open-loop response teats described in Part V are 

three separate tests sailed Bun 1, Ban 2, and Bun 3„ Each of these runs 

maintain a constant input amplitude modulation of 0*78 volt rms» 

She following three pages give the recorded and calculated data of 

each of the three separate runs, 
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BIB 1 

Measured Cuantitles Calculated Quantities 

Input 
Period, 
Seo./Bev. 

Output 
Displacement, 
Turns/ Seversal 

.Phase, 
Sec. 

Angular . 
Frequency, 

(A) 
& mag® db 

#0 
^phase 

68 17 0 0.0923 3920 71.8 «“ 90 

53 14 l/8 0 0.1188 3260 70.2 - 90 

46 12 5/8 1.0 0.1362 2920 69.3 - 98 

38.5 11 1/8 1.0 0.1632 2570 68.2 - 99 

32 9 2/3 1.3 0.1960 2230 67.0 -105 

26 8 1/2 1.7 0.242 I960' 65.9 -114 

21 6 3/4 2.1 0.299 1560 63.9 -126 

16.5 4 l/2 2.4 0.381 1038 60.4 —142 

14.5 3,3/8 2.4 0.433 780 57.8 -150 

11 1 7/8 2.1 0.570 432 60.7 -159 

9.4 1 1/8 1.8 0.668 260 48.3 -159 

7.6 5/8 1.5 0.827 144 43.2 -161 

5.5 5/16 0.9 1.111 72 37.1 -149 

4.1 3/16 0.6 1.531 43 33.7 -143 

3.3 1/16 0*4 1.900 14 22.9,’ -134 



7J 

ROH 2 

Measured Quantities 

Input Output 
Period Displacement 
See./Her. Turns/Reversal 

Phase, 
Sec. 

Angular 
Frequency. 

6U 

Calculated 

** mage 

. Quantities 

4j«>) %i“>) 
db & phase 

74 18 1/4 0 0.0847 4210 72.5 - 90 

60 15 3/8 0 0.1049 3550 71.0 - 90 

50 13 3/4 1.0 0.1256 3170 70.0 - 97 

42 11 3/8 1.0 0.1493 2620 68.3 - 99 

35 10 1.0 0.1796 2310 67.2 -100 

29 8 7/8 1.4 0.217 2050 66.2 -107 

O.E% *~*vj 7 7/8 1.7 0.251 1815 65.2 -115 

so 6 1/8 1.9 0.314 1415 63.0 -124 

16.3 4 1/4 2.2 0.385 978 59.8 -139 

13.5 2 3/4 2.3 0.464 635 56.1 -151 

10.7 1 1/2 2.0 0.587 346 50.8 -157 

8.2 3/4 1.6 0.766 173 44.8 -160 

6.5 7/16 1.0 0.967 101 40.0 -145 

5.0 7/32 0.7 1.256 51 34.2 -140 

4.0 5/32 0<*4r 1.570 36 31.1 -126 
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HUH 3 

Measured Quantities Calculated 1 Susniii t is £5 

Input 
Period 
Ssc./Bev. 

Output 
Displacement, 
Turns/Seversal 

Phase, 
Sec. 

Angular 
Frequency, 

(AJ 

JrKj &) ) 

*Sag. db 
ifw) 

phase 

83.5 16 1/16 0 0.0992 3710 71.4 - 90 

54 13 3/4 0.7 0.1162 3170 70.0 - 95 

45.6 11 7/8 1.0 0.1381 2740 68.6 - 98 

37 10 0.9 0.1695 2310 67.2 - 99 

29 8 1/2 1.3 0.217 1962 65.8 -106 

25 7 1/2 1.65 0.251 1730 64.7 -114 

21.5 6 5/8 1.8 0.292 1530 63.7 -120 

16 4 1/8 2.2 0.392 954 59.6 -140 

12o 5 2 7/16 2.0 0.502 563 55.0 -148 

10 1 5/16 1.8 0.628 303 49.5 -155 

7.5 9/16 1.5 0.838 129 42.2 -162 

6.4 7/16 1.0 0.982 101 40.0 -146 

4.9 1/4 0.7 1.280 58 35.3 -14 2 

3.8 5/32 0.4 1.607 36 31.1 -128 
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